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On January 1st 2021, we began our third year of business, still knee-deep in Covid.

News of a vaccine rollout was on the horizon, but our optimism was tempered. To

our surprise, the work-from-home boom had given us a bumper 2020 and we were

hopeful that, as the chains began to slacken, we wouldn’t lose all of our newfound

Bear Packers. As restrictions lifted our retail sales did indeed drop off, but the

emergence of faithful wholesale friends from their furlough hibernation more than

offset the predicted downturn. We even added a few more workplaces, churches

and a tasty new donut shop to our list of wholesale supporters. 

In February, Blue Bear Coffee Co. was named as a top-five finalist for the Thomson

Reuters Stop Slavery Award for Small to Medium Enterprises. We were so delighted

to be acknowledged alongside long-established high street names and stood with

them on the podium shoulder to shoulder (metaphorically) despite being the smallest

business by several hundred thousand pounds! The award was ultimately won by the

US fashion retailer Armed Angels, but for a volunteer-run, crowd-funded enterprise

in its third year, we felt like the true champions.

Largely thanks to Anna, our wonderful summer intern, we were able to pull off a

great summer fundraising campaign, where dozens of supporters across the UK

pumped up their tyres and pulled on their lycra for our inaugural Blue Bear Freedom

Ride. Rides were held in Norfolk, Northern Ireland, Hastings, Winchester and even

Hawaii, to raise money for our charity partners IJM, Justice & Care and Unseen UK.

At the end of the year, we once again doubled our giving with help from The Big

Give campaign to donate a total of £16,875, surpassing the previous year’s total and

bringing our overall giving up to £30,975.

Read about the launch of Blue Bear Freedom in the Dominican Republic below...
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68 KEEP CUPS SOLD
Unique glass Blue Bear Coffee Co. Keep Cups to

help our customers reuse and not choose refuse.

1341

1KG COFFEE BAGS SOLD
Individual retail coffee bags sold to shops and sent

directly to customers homes from our online store.

£16,875 - RAISED FOR CHARITY
In October we were able to donate £16,87500 to support the work of International Justice

Mission, Justice & Care and Unseen Uk. The total was raised through a combination of our end

of year profits, Freedom Ride fundraising events and the Big Give match-funding campaign.

1591

220G COFFEE BAGS SOLD
Individual retail coffee bags sold sent directly to

customers homes from our online store.
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403BLUE BEAR-IEFING
By the end of 2021 we had over 400

regular readers of our monthly blog and

newsletter.

3500

PODCAST DOWNLOADS
At the close of 2021, The Justice &

Coffee Podcast had been downloaded

over 10,000 times in 15 + countries.

TO ENGAGE, INFORM AND
EMPOWER.

10,000

SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWERS
In December 2021 we had gathered over

3500 committed followers across our

Instagram, Facebook and Twitter platforms.



  In October 2021, we visited the Dominican Republic to reconnect with colleagues

from IJM’s Field Office, where our story began, and explore the possibility of opening a

Blue Bear Coffee Shop to employ survivors of exploitation. We discovered that the IJM

Field Office, whose mandate is to combat the commercial sexual exploitation of

children, was closing. After numerous meetings with key personnel involved in the fight

to protect the children of the Dominican Republic, it became clear that the coffee

shop could wait.

On the 12th of October 2021 Blue Bear Freedom was born, a registered NGO that

aims to continue the fight to raise awareness and provide rehabilitative support to

teenage survivors of sexual exploitation in the Dominican Republic. With the time

available to us we were able to form a board of experienced and suitably equipped

trustees and begin the registration process with the Dominican Charities Commission.

Blue Bear Freedom (BBF) has also developed a working partnership with Lily House,

one of the only aftercare shelters on the island that provide services to young women

with experience of trafficking and sexual exploitation. 

BBF is also exploring how we can use coffee to raise money for our projects and

develop a self-sustaining model of action.

All of our fundraising in 2022 will be focused on developing BBF in the Dominican

Republic and sponsoring the costs of empowering children and young women with

experience of exploitation.
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£30,975 - SO FAR - RAISED FOR CHARITY

OVER 15,000 PEOPLE REACHED


